
Is It Really Possible to Communicate With Animals?

YES! Animal communication really is possible and even more than that, when done right? It is 

incredible how well it works!

Similar to how radio waves, wifi or satellite frequencies work, we become senders and receivers 

of invisible information that is easily accessible once you know how.

All we have to do is tune in and connect heart to heart, mind to mind, then tap into the universal, 

innate language of all species. We do that by practicing a high level of energetic communication 

until we are able to confidently send and receive accurate information and messages.

Where Did Animal Communication Originate From?

Penelope Smith is considered by most to be the founder of animal communication. Her story is 

that she was born with the gift and was able to understand animals at a very early age. As she 

grew up, her family and others ridiculed her because they couldn't hear what she could. She 

decided that the fault was in them not her, so she never shut off her gifts and abilities. She found 

sanctuary and refuge in her communion with the animals, and they helped her survive the abuse 

she suffered growing up.
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When she was in college in the mid 1970's, she began talking with animals and the people who 

loved them and got fantastic results. She began to do this important work as her career, and then 

went on to teach and practice all over the world.

Thanks to her and the many animal lovers who have studied with her, including myself, animal 

communication has become more mainstream these days as folks become more consciously 

aware of telepathic communication between humans and animals. In fact, animal communication

is currently practiced by millions of people all over the world.

Every animal lover – caretaker, owner, and every professional working with animals– can and 

should take time to learn how to listen and communicate with their animal companions.

Because this is such an unusual profession, I want to help you get started right.

What About Skeptics? Some Folks Say Animal Communication and Telepathy Don’t Exist

A lot of folks come to me after having worked with other animal communicators and they'll tell 

me things like they were only told what they already knew, it wasn't very helpful, nothing 

changed, or worse, they were told things they knew weren't true. They were not happy with their 

experience, and rightly so.

Some people take this as proof that animal communication doesn't exist or it doesn't work, that 

it's just foolishness or worse, a scam or quackery! All that really happened was that they had a 

bad experience with the wrong practitioner, or, the hoped for results didn't meet with their 

expectations. Like working with a bad trainer, vet, doctor or attorney, we have to realize that not 

all practitioners are created or trained equally. That doesn't mean that medicine or law or animal 

communication isn't valuable and helpful when done correctly. It just means that they didn't 

know how to find the best practitioner for their needs, or how to get the best results from their 

session.

Some students take animal communication courses hoping they'll experience the extraordinary 

gift of hearing animal's voices, only to feel disappointed when nothing seems to happen for them.
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Many give up, and that is tragic because what happened was that the course they took just wasn't 

right for them, they didn't get the personal attention they needed to break through their blocked 

or stuck spots, or they had questions that went unanswered and they lost focus. Perhaps they felt 

unsupported or confused or didn't know the right questions to ask the animal in the right way and

right time so they could enjoy a successful conversation with an animal.

Other animal lovers are still hopeful that there might be something to this, and they still need 

help with their pet so they are willing to try again. They refuse to give up and so they continue 

working at it — practicing and getting coaching — until that tiny hinge opens the big door to 

success. At that point, everything changes!

Remember that each and every field has its problems. There are always practitioners that are 

really good at what they do and others who aren't so good. Not all professional animal 

communicators are made equally.

I always tell my clients and students that you should not be so closed minded that nothing 

new can get in, nor should you be so open minded that your brains fall out!

And, as Walt Disney said, "It's kind of fun to do the impossible."

How Does Animal Communication Work?
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Animal communication works using the energetic transference of information most commonly 

known as telepathy. To understand this, first, let's define TELEPATHY.

A common definition of telepathy is the ability to see what is in someone else's mind, to feel 

their emotional feelings, or to communicate with them mentally, without using words or other 

physical signals. The word itself is made up of two terms, Tele – like telephone, meaning hearing

over a distance, and Empathy – meaning feeling someone else's emotions or energies. So 

literally, it means "distance feeling".

In effect, telepathy is just a fancy way of saying that we can feel and hear each other over a 

distance. You do this every day, although you may not be consciously aware of how you're 

actually receiving impressions, feelings and information from others.

Have you ever thought of a friend and then moments later they called or contacted you?

Can you look across the room at a stranger and instantly know if they are upset or depressed or 

up to no good?

How does a mother know when their child is in trouble, or is up to naughty behavior?

Of course, you have, we all do. It's part of our sixth sense.

The animals in your life try to communicate with you all the time. They want to tell you what's 

bothering them, where they hurt, what happened in their life, what makes them happy and how 

you can make their life easier and more fun, and healthier together.

Have you ever wished you could hear what animals are thinking? Would it be useful to know 

what they know? Or to understand exactly how they are feeling?

Animals have secret lives, thoughts, feelings and wisdom. They know things we do not know, 

they see things we cannot see.
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Animal communicators are trained to tune in and connect energetically so we can hear their 

thoughts and converse about them. Through the art of animal communication we can understand 

their concerns and they can share their innermost thoughts and feelings. We can share our 

viewpoints, discuss situations and problems, and solve them together.

Your Animals Can See What Is in Your Mind’s Eye and Feel What You Feel

For instance, have you ever noticed how your animal disappears when it's time to go to the vet or

it's time for a bath? Or how they can appear almost magically when you are thinking about 

getting something good to eat?

This isn't an accident or a coincidence. If they are paying attention, they always know what's 

going on with you. And if you learn how to pay attention, you will know what's going on with 

them too. Taking time to talk to them can make all the difference in the world!

Start resolving any problem by inviting your animal's participation, giving them a voice. They 

can tell us how they feel, when the problem started, what helps, what makes things worse, and 

what they really want or need… Often the answers are as simple as learning to listen to their 

wisdom, see life from their viewpoint.

What Animal Communication is NOT!

Just as important as knowing what animal communication actually is, we need to understand 

what it is not. This is not mind control. Communicating with an animal does not make them do 

what you want them to do. Just like talking to a family member, friend, or coworker, 

communicating doesn't force anyone to agree with your viewpoint or follow your rules if they 

are sincerely opposed to it for reasons of their own.

Like humans, animals always do what makes sense to them from their unique viewpoint, given 

their experiences, their education, background, and history.
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Remember that if you are asking an animal to change, that you also must be willing to change. 

Behavior that persists is being rewarded in some way. What you think and what you do 

sometimes speaks louder than words – especially with our animals.

Applying the 5 steps in The Heart System for solving problems with pets includes practicing the 

art of the conversation and is often rewarded by changes in their behavior, health and well-being.

Animals Are Sentient, Intelligent, Thinking, Feeling Beings

Communicating with animals is important because people misunderstand their animals all the 

time which gets them into interesting and sometimes awful predicaments. Humans who are not 

able to speak their language or consider the animal's viewpoints feels frustrating, annoying and 

sad to the animal. In fact, many animals have sadly told me how dense humans are, and they 

worry about their people all the time. They sometimes wonder if humans are even intelligent 

because they so often seem lost and cut off from the most basic of information that even their 

babies know and understand from the get-go.

They reason through puzzles and situations, and choose a course of action to take. Their senses, 

both physical and subtle, are much more finely tuned and capable than human senses. Through 

extraordinary research studies with gorillas, we know that when they are taught how, they can 

even master human language.
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For instance, when they don't know a word yet for what best describes what they want to say, 

they have been known to make up their own words to express what is in their heart and mind. 

That takes a very high degree of intelligence, more smarts than many humans exhibit at times!

Animals have unique experiences, history and teaching from their families and their environment

that they don't forget. They know things we do not, and vice versa, humans know things that 

animals do not.

Learning how to talk with them and connect at a deeper, heart centered level helps you become a

better, more balanced, kind, and considerate person. They help you become healthier and clearer 

about who you really are. The process reveals who your animal really is, and can completely 

transform the quality of your life and your relationships.

What Do You Need to Know About Human Animal Communication, and How Will That

Help You With Your Animals?

If you see your animal has a problem, how do you know what is really going on unless you 

communicate directly with them? Like you, only they truly know why they are doing what they 

do, or how they really feel.

That's why if you go to a vet or a trainer before you have a discussion with them, you can 

actually hurt them! They may wind up being misdiagnosed or mistreated, because they could be 

in reaction to an emotional, mental or management problem that has nothing to do with a 

physical problem.

Animals are exceptional creatures; always trying to communicate with you. They are happy to 

share how they feel, what works for them or doesn't, whether they are in pain or are confused. 

They often have messages for us to help us improve our lives, sharing insightful wisdom from 

their unique perspective and viewpoint.

When things go wrong for them, they try to tell you that too.
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Unfortunately, most people are not trained or experienced in sending and receiving these 

messages, so they are unable to understand how to provide the love, care and optimal health that 

their animal deserves. You try your best to be a good caretaker, but without opening the channels

to true communication with a deep, rich, profound understanding, it's just not enough.

Why Communicating With Animals is Critically Important

Bringing greater awareness, understanding and clarity to any problem from the beginning will 

help your hearts and minds merge towards a solution.

Taking the time for a heart-to-heart conversation can easily save you time, energy, frustration 

and a lot of money.  Instead of chasing your tail on expensive guesswork, you’ll know that the 

real problem is.  Then, you and your animal can partner up together to solve the issues at hand as

a team.
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For instance, one of my clients was looking to buy a new horse. Lina wanted to learn how to 

jump and needed a Horse communication with Cory good mind, big hearted “good will” horse to

be her teacher. So, she looked. And she looked.

On the advice of her trainer, the grapevine, and people she knew, she traveled all over the county

meeting and trying out different horses, but none of them felt quite right. So, before she made 

what could turn out to be a big mistake — and before she wrote that big check — she enlisted 

my help.

We talked to each prospective horse, and even though they seemed perfect on the surface? When

we discussed things with the horses, in every case we quickly discovered eye opening reasons to 

just say no.

Some told us about hidden injuries and pain that the vet had not found and the owners didn’t 

know about. Some had been given sedative drugs before Lina had gone to see them, to help calm

them down. Some were simply not interested in Lina and had no intention of being her next 

teacher, because it was not their purpose and they knew it. Others hated their job, they did not 

enjoy jumping.

Finally, against the advice of her trainer, my client went to see another horse called Cory.

This young mare was not known to be a sweet natured horse. Cory was problematic, difficult, 

and unpredictable. Her trainer warned my client away from her. And yet, there was something 

about this horse that felt special.

When I spoke with Cory, she told us she was in pain. She was angry because the humans didn’t 

seem to care what she thought or how she felt. Their response was to punish her, work her 

harder, and to force her to do what they wanted her to do. So, she acted out badly in her 

frustration.
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On the plus side, she told us that she liked my client. Lina seemed different. Was it possible she 

truly cared and was interested in who the horse really was? Cory felt excited and hopeful for the 

first time in a very long time.

So, we discussed what Lina needed from her. The rules were that Cory must always take care of 

Lina; she could never hurt her. Cory must keep Lina on her back no matter what. We talked 

about what Lina had to offer her, and how different her life would be. And Lina made promises 

to Cory about always caring, doing her best, and that she would listen to Cory always.

Cory agreed to every term with a whole heart, eager to leave and go home with Lina. In some 

instances, she had suggestions which were useful and helpful. Sometimes, she had questions or 

concerns which we answered to her satisfaction.

Lina decided to take a chance on her and bought her. When Lina drove up with the horse trailer 

the next day, Cory whinnied impatiently for her. She greeted Lina with pure joy that brought 

tears to our eyes. When Lina took her from her stall, Cory power walked to the trailer and 

jumped on never looking back, delighted to start the new love chapter in her life.

Lina never had cause to regret her decision. Cory held firm on all her promises to the best of her 

ability. They trained together and went on to compete successfully in their show career. 

Everyone who saw the mare later who had known her from before was astonished at the changes 

in her, saying they wouldn’t have even recognized her. Cory was happy and loving, kind and 

helpful. And beautiful. Did I mention how beautiful she was with her big heart and athletic 

body? Oh yes, she brought joy to all who knew her.

Communicating with animals makes all the difference in the world.

Why Should You Always Communicate Before Seeking a veterinarian or Trainer or 

Trying Something New?

If you don’t communicate with your pet before seeking a veterinarian or trainer, or trying 

something new, then here’s what can happen.
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You take them to the vet or professional trainer, and they’ll get misdiagnosed, mistreated (or 

worse).  You’ll spend a lot of money in bills.  Maybe you’ll get lucky and things will change for 

the better.  But sometimes things will actually become worse because the real problem got 

missed and now your animal has even more stress to deal with.  All that could be avoided if 

you’d only taken time to discuss things with the animal first to be sure you are going in the right 

direction.

As Rick Butts the author said, “When you’re going in the wrong direction, more speed doesn’t 

help.”

What if the real issue is something going on in you that is causing distress in your animal?

Many times the problem isn’t about the animal, it is a problem with you or their management or 

environment.

That’s why animal communication is so critically important! 

Animal Talk TIP:

Animal communication is the first place to start solving a problem with a pet because a heart-to-

heart conversation can make a huge difference in many situations and issues.   However, 

sometimes other approaches are needed.   Not all animal communicator professionals (or 

students) know how to have the right conversation to solve all kinds of problems.

What kind of Problems Can Animal Communication Help With?

People contact me every day desperate for insight into why their animals are sick, ill or dying.

Why are they behaving in dangerous or confusing ways?   They’re worried that they are missing 

something because they have a strong feeling that their animal needs to tell them something and 

they can’t figure it out.  Their pet seems depressed or unhappy, or acts out in a myriad of 

puzzling ways.
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They know something is wrong, but without communicating with them, they don’t know what 

and so they waste time, energy and money chasing their tail on expensive guesswork.

The saddest most painful consultations I do are the ones where people brought me in too late.  If 

we had talked with their friends before things got so bad, we might could have saved their life.

Wouldn’t you love to have a more direct connection with your animal?  What if you could 

simply ask them what was wrong, where they hurt, how they felt, why they behaved the way 

they did?  How would knowing that change your life?  Help your animal?

You know how spiritually oriented animal lovers feel so connected to your pets that you can get 

really worried about your companions’ health, behavior or training issues? Often you have a 

powerful sense that your animal needs to tell you something important… but you just can’t quite 

get it?

Through my work and those of my professional animal communicator colleagues, we help you 

hear and receive the wisdom your animal wants to share.  We empower you to take the right 

actions that improve behavior and can even heal. When we do that, you will experience deeper 

spiritual meaning, clarity and peace of mind.
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For instance, animal communication helps with:

Solving Emotional and Behavioral Issues like fear or phobias, panic attacks, aggression, 

withdrawal, depression, grief; heal from neglect, abuse, trauma and abandonment…

Understanding Health Issues and Physical Problems by relaying the animal’s input, 

viewpoint and experience. How they feel, where it hurts, how much it hurts, what makes them 

feel better and what they need or want are all valid questions that only the animal themselves can

relay. Based on what they tell us, the appropriate measures can then be taken to assist them.

Preparing an Animal for Surgery or other medical interventions or procedures, like neutering 

or spaying, and we can help shorten recovery time.

By the way, professional animal communicators are not going to analyze, diagnose or prescribe 

anything medically. We leave that to the vet and medical professionals. We can assist by 

relaying what your animal needs to say, how they are feeling, where they hurt, when did the 

problem start, what is helping, what isn’t helping but is in fact making things worse, and much 

more.

How would you like to go to the doctor without being able to communicate with them, so they 

understand you clearly?   Nah, I wouldn’t like it either.

Healing Trauma and Abuse Situations, such as from injury, shock, illness, death or grief by 

understanding the animal’s viewpoint, discussing their experiences helps them rebalance 

themselves emotionally, letting go of the experience, and make new choices for themselves.

Improving Performance in the show ring by addressing issues, clarifying the rules of the game,

and, identifying learning styles which can shorten training time. We can identify unique talents, 

skills, abilities, and purposes. I got my start working with performance horses and they are a 

specialty of mine.
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Changing Family Structures by helping them adjust to changing family dynamics, preparing 

for new arrivals or departures, divorce, separation, babies, rescues, death; healthy pregnancy, 

delivery and post-partum care for both mother and child.

Traveling and Moving eases the stress involved by helping your animals understand where their

humans are going, why their routine is disrupted, explain about business trips and vacations and 

who will care for them while their humans are gone. Answering their questions or concerns 

makes the difference between coming home to a sick, distressed animal versus one that is 

peaceful, happy, and well adjusted.

Preventing or Resolving Problems Like Separation Anxiety by showing them where they are 

going and what to expect of a new home or situation, by identifying the trigger factors resulting 

in acting out with bad behavior and more.

Rescuing, Fostering, Healing Abused and Bonding with Adopted Animals helps them to: 

understand sheltering and fostering; identify what they want in a new home (i.e. kids, other 

animals, gender preferences); adjust to a new family and home helps shorten transition times and

accelerates bonding; heal from neglect, abuse and abandonment. It also helps us humans to 

understand where they came from, their history/background, and what their experience(s) were.

Remember that animals grieve the loss of their fellow animals, and their human friends, too.
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